The Masters Speak Series
Meru University Course #1402
Syllabus
Are you ready to deepen your spiritual understanding and experience with the ascended
masters? Do you desire more knowledge about your aura? About acquiring more abundance?
About experiencing greater depths of compassion and brotherhood? These four unique, lifealtering topics will stir your heart and challenge you to go deeper and higher in your quest for
self-mastery.
Four magnificent ascended masters will inspire you with their perspectives. El Morya will
elaborate on the human aura. Join Mother Mary as she underscores and expands on the keys
and steps to miraculous abundance. Through Afra’s heart you will understand the true
oneness of all mankind and all sentient life. And what about compassion? Kuan Yin will help
us to get to the place of continual tender-heartedness, if we are willing.
Class 1
El Morya: On the Human Aura
 El Morya teaches on the human aura
 The qualities required for us to expand our auras
 El Morya shares on how he continues to expand his aura
 Receive the new blue pattern of higher consciousness, which allows for a new
integration of being
 Questions and answers with El Morya on the human aura
Class 2
Mother Mary: On Abundance and Precipitation
 A teaching on the energy and abundance which result from our connection with God
 The steps to take when desiring to precipitate within the material world according to:
I’m Rich Beyond My Wildest Dreams by Thomas L. Pauley and Penelope J.
Pauley
The Art of Soaring by Dolokhov and Gurangov
 Students share their greatest challenges to precipitating abundance and how to be
victorious.
Class 3
Afra: On Love, Brotherhood and Freedom
 A seven-fold path to engender collaboration with our brothers and sisters towards
creating harmonious communities
 Reflections and sharing on how students have used these steps when meeting others
and how this has impacted their lives
 Questions for Afra through David Lewis

Class 4
Kuan Yin: On Mercy and Compassion
 Learn about mercy through the five spiritual senses of listening, sight, smell, taste,
touch
 Students meditate and share on the five senses and how they experience mercy
through their senses linked to higher spiritual senses
 Students share their experience of mercy expressed through the intuitive faculties
Class 5
El Morya: On the Human Aura
 The similarities between the atmosphere or aura of the Earth and our own auras
 The role of the sun in purifying and magnifying both our own and the Earth’s aura
 Keys to keep our auras clear and make them more sun-like
 Questions from El Morya for consideration about how we work with our auras
Class 6
Mother Mary: On Abundance
 Keys and steps to abundance and precipitation as taught in I’m Rich Beyond My
Wildest Dreams by Thomas Pauley
 Discerning our priorities in life through this process of precipitation
 Success stories of how people precipitated their heart’s desire
 What are the personal qualities required for successful precipitation?
 What promotes or blocks our precipitations and alchemies?
Class 7
Afra: On Love, Brotherhood and Freedom
 Twelve key concepts of brotherhood and working together in community
 Living ethical lives and following behavior norms in society
 Maintaining positive communication as a means to promoting brotherhood
 Fostering brotherhood in our families, fraternal organisations, communities and
around the world
Class 8
Kuan Yin: On Mercy and Compassion
 Be a first responder for God as you extend the mercy flame to all life
 Learn how mercy transmutes karma through its all-caring nature
 Experience the growth of unity when choosing the path of mercy
 Develop the sensitivity and openness required to respond to the call for mercy in
another
 Consider how you have responded to the cries for mercy and assistance of others
Class 9
El Morya: On the Human Aura
 The initiation of the transfiguration: access the virtues of our Solar Presence in the
transfiguration
 Transfiguration is the transformation of the body, the emotions, the mind, and the
memory
 Individual transfiguration leads to the transfiguration of the Earth and all life
 The transfiguration requires complete surrender to the divine will




The transfiguring power of the New Blue Wave
What are your experiences of transfiguration in your own personal journey?

Class 10
Mother Mary: On Abundance
 How having fun leads to abundance!
 Imagination helps with precipitating abundance
 Coping with challenges/opportunities and changes in your life as you claim your
wealth
 Right-motivation is crucial when desiring to create abundance
 Consider how love has been key to magnetising your alchemy and abundance
Class 11
Afra: On Love, Brotherhood and Freedom
 True brother/sisterhood requires that we behold our brothers and sisters from within
their own heart and consciousness, walking with them in their own moccasins
 We are challenged to perceive our brothers and sisters with the purity of inner vision
linked to the pure love of the heart
 Perceiving our brothers and sisters from the ever-lasting, universal, and ever-loving
perspective of divinity
 The alchemical works of God are drawn into our lives through love expressed within
a path illumined by pure vision
Class 12
Kuan Yin: On Mercy and Compassion
 Receive Kuan Yin’s gift of mercy by extending mercy in all areas of your life
 The factors which limit mercy’s flame in our lives
 How mercy benefits our lives
 The role of mercy as the mediator of conflict through our higher Christ Self
 Consider how you can choose to be more merciful than in the past

